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MLK Jr. remembered through community events

Students hold candles to celebrate Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday and to symbolize a “new light” on future change for all
during JMU’s MLK Formal Program, titled “Never sleep on a Dream...Arise and Take Action,” held at Wilson Hall on Monday night.
Over the weekend, the Harrisonburg and JMU community gathered in several community-related events. MORE ON PAGE 3.

JMU student-run charity
washes clothes for the
homeless

A time to shine
Student artist opens new glitter exhibit in Duke Hall
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Fine arts graduate student Jon Henry researched 30,000 plus years of the history of glitter for his new exhibit “glit.”
By Robyn Smith
The Breeze

Former club hockey goalie
now a student coach
sports | 9

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

Doing Loads
of Love has
completely
broken down
that barrier for
me. They’re just
like us. They’re
wise, wise, wise
... I’ve walked
away with tears
in my eyes.
LIFE | 7

”

DART OF THE DAY
A “learn-to-drive” dart to
the terrible driver of the red
sedan who practically ran into
me at the intersection of MLK
and South Main Street.
From a pissed off student
who would be more than
happy to give you a piece of
her mind, but not a piece of
her car.

Opinion | 5

TODAY WILL BE
Partly cloudy

52° / 36°
chance of rain: 0%

With its three top consumers being churches, holiday
card companies and gay pride
parades, glitter isn’t usually
associated with the fine arts.
However, one JMU student
artist has changed that.
Jon Henry, 25-year-old fine
arts graduate student, has a
new Duke Hall exhibit titled
“glit.” He opened the six-piece
exhibit with little announcements or advertising, similar
to the way Beyoncé released
her self-titled album back in
2013. The exhibit is in a back
room on the first floor that,

until just recently, was a classroom for industrial design.
Now, it’s a creative space for
Henry to engage the community with his activist art.
Glitter is usually viewed
as a crafty material not often
used for fine art, but its history goes back more than
30,000 years. Some of the
more inventive uses of glitter
were for strategic weaponry
research around World War II.
“... There’s also research
in using it as radar jamming
for the Nazis,” Henry said.
“We could glitter a battlefield
and then the Nazis couldn’t
pick up planes. It didn’t end
up working out, but I think

there’s something oddly
beautiful in the idea of glitterbombing the Nazis.”
In the very center of the
space, there’s a seven-by-seven square of black, shimmery
glitter. Titled “T.A.Z.,” the
piece is a tribute to anarchist writer and poet Hakim
Bey’s essay on the Temporary
Autonomous Zone, a shortlived area free of oppression
where its inhabitants have
the ability to dream more.
The writer cites the Internet,
pirate utopias where ships
all gather and contemporary
raves as examples of T.A.Z.
see glitter, page 8

men’s basketball (11-8)

Dukes turn the page
JMU now 2-0 following Andre Nation’s dismissal

By stephen proffitt
The Breeze

Following Saturday’s 75-72 win over Elon University, JMU men’s basketball head coach Matt Brady
entered the postgame press conference alongside
a trio of sophomores: Yohanny Dalembert, Jackson
Kent and Tom Vodanovich.
It was the second of two straight wins following the
dismissal of Colonial Athletic Association Preseason
First-Teamer Andre Nation. And traditionally, players
talk to the media first, followed by the coach.
“Losing ‘Dre [Nation] was a huge hit to our team,
but I think we’ve gone up from there really,” Vodaerin williams / the breeze
novich said. “It was great to play with the crowd still
there to support us.”
Sophomore forward Ivan Lukic dribbles past a defender against
While Nation’s dismissal from the team last Elon University on Saturday. The Dukes defeated Elon 75-72
Wednesday remained fresh in everyone’s mind, and will play Northeastern University on Thursday.
Brady was on hand to monitor his young talent as
they fielded questions from reporters.
Missed free throws down the stretch and a turnover given
Brady sat front row, on the right side, as he crossed his up by Kent with seconds remaining led the Dukes to yet
right leg over his left. Slouched just a tad, he wiped a mere another nail-biter in the Convocation Center.
bead of perspiration from his sweat-glistened hairline.
“I stepped on the defender’s foot and then I slid,” Kent
He had to have been gassed after watching a nine- said of the turnover. “I thought they were going to foul.”
point lead with just under five minutes to play vanish
as Elon had seven seconds to tie the game with a three.
see mbb, page 10

daniel stein / the breeze

Members of JMU’s Board of Visitors met
on Friday in the Festival Board Room for
the third time this academic year.
By Patrick mortiere
The Breeze

With the promise of lower gas prices across the country, summer tuition
and fees at JMU won’t be faring the
same. The JMU Board of Visitors has
voted to increase undergraduate
summer tuition and fees by $12 for
in-state students and $28 for out-ofstate students per credit hour.
The university had to make up for
a $3 million budget cut with excess
enrollment numbers and a onetime reimbursement from a capital
project. The General Assembly put
language in the state’s budget that
would prevent universities from
raising tuition to make up for budget
reductions. After Gov. Terry McAuliffe
struck down that wording, the option
to raise tuition was made available
again to JMU.
The increase will affect undergraduate students, and no changes
have been made to graduate tuition
or fees for summer enrollment. Instate undergraduates will pay $312
per credit hour in comparison to last
year’s $300, and out-of-state students
will pay $845 instead of last summer’s
$817 per credit hour.
During Friday’s meeting in the
Festival Board Room, Senior Vice
President of Administration and
Finance Charles King delivered
the news about tuition raises to the
board members, as well as plans to
ensure Wi-Fi capabilities to all buildings and residence halls on campus
by the fall semester. Instead of handling Internet upgrades themselves,
the university has decided to contract
the work to an outside company, citing cheaper costs and better results.
“I learned a long time ago,
folks, there’s certain things we just
shouldn’t be doing,” King said. “We
contracted our food service operations, we contracted our bookstore,
we contracted our postal operations
and our laundry services in the residence halls. There’s people that can
do that better, and less expensive than
we can.”
King also touched on the fact that
McAuliffe's budget didn’t call for state
employee salary increases. Instead
of compensating university employees with raises from the university’s
budget, King called on the General
Assembly to provide salary increases
that would follow the inflation rate at
roughly 2 percent.
According to King, McAuliffe’s budget will not include any tax supported
debt for capital projects. Because of
this decision, JMU wasn’t able to
secure the $24 million in funding
necessary to renovate Madison Hall.
President Jon Alger gave a presentation to the board to showcase
the different events that have been
happening around campus, such
as the December graduation commencement where JMU alumnus
and Secretary of the Commonwealth
Levar Stoney (’04) gave a speech to
students and audience members. He
also made mention of the Marching
Royal Dukes and their visit to Rome
and Vatican City.
MRD Director Scott Rikkers
spoke to the board and explained
that the nearly 250 members who
attended the trip had to fund the
flights and accommodations with
their own money. A video featuring highlights from the trip and
their performance at the Vatican
see bov, page 4
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Correction
•
In the Jan. 15 edition of The Breeze, the front-page story,

“Nation’s out,” did not continue to page B5 as stated due
to a printing error. The Breeze regrets the error. View the
complete article online at breezejmu.org/sports.
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The Buzz: Andre Nation
Last Wednesday, JMU announced the dismissal of junior guard Andre Nation from the men’s
basketball team. Although his removal from the team went into effect immediately, Nation will
continue on scholarship for the remainder of the spring semester.
Here’s some of your responses to the situation:

It’s crazy how a grown man can sit in yo face n tell you one
thing then go behind your back n lie jus to make themselves
look better smh
		
@YBG_Dre | via Twitter

Why does he get to keep his scholarship after committing
violations and expectations? I thought accountabiility was
a core value of JMU.
Joseph Cedwyn Alastair Noel | via Facebook

www.facebook.com/
TheBreezeJMU

James Madison might just be better with Andre Nation
booted off team. Addition by subtraction. Bad misread on
that game.
		
@davecokin | via Twitter

Not being able to see Andre Nation play for JMU
anymore is just sad
@JordanSaumier | via Twitter

@TheBreezeJMU
@TheBreezeSports

Free headline for Andre Nation story: “JMU no longer part of
the Andre Nation” #CAAHoops #1989references
		
@defiantlydutch | via Twitter

Andre Nation was such a good/exciting player to watch but
I have a feeling Brady made the right call.
		
@bradsaylor | via Twitter

@breezejmu

this team has had a lot of off-the-court problems over the
last few years. at a certain point you have to start looking at
the coach.		
		
Luke Wachob | via Facebook

JMU isn’t going to win a lot of games with or without Andre
Nation if they can’t make baskets. #CAAHoops
		
@richpriz | via Twitter

www.youtube.com/user/
breezevideo

#JMU dismissed Andre Nation and all I can say is ... IT’S
ABOUT DAMN TIME
@hayleymthompson | via Twitter
Andre Nation is a waste of talent
		
@ItsTheMorris | via Twitter

Got something to say? We want to hear it. Talk to us via @TheBreezeJMU or on our Facebook and Instagram accounts.

NATIONAL NEWS

WORLD NEWS

Obama to levy
higher taxes

Court to hear
on same-sex

Venture funding Temperatures
at dot-com high rise globally

European terror Israel accused
cells raided
of war crimes

McClatchy Washington
Bureau

McClatchy Washington
Bureau

San Jose Mercury News

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Foreign Staff

McClatchy Foreign Staff

WASHINGTON — President Barack Obama will
use his State of the Union
speech Tuesday to propose
hundreds of billions of dollars in tax increases on the
wealthy, and to urge that the
money be used to finance tax
cuts for the poor and middle
class, free college, and other
benefits.
The proposed tax increases would total $320 billion
over 10 years, and come atop
those levied on the wealthy
last year, which will total
about $600 billion over the
next decade. The proposal
will likely be dead on arrival
in Congress

WASHINGTON — The
Supreme Court on Friday set the
stage for a showdown over samesex marriage, as justices agreed to
hear multiple challenges to state
bans on the practice.
With lower appellate courts
split, the high court agreed to
resolve the constitutional question. The consolidated cases to
be heard in the spring will reconsider the circuit court ruling that
upheld the marriage restrictions
instituted in Kentucky, Michigan,
Ohio and Tennessee.
Two intertwined questions will
be answered: May states prohibit
same-sex marriage, and can they
refuse to recognize same-sex
marriages performed elsewhere?

SAN JOSE — Venture funding last year had its best year
since the height of the dot-com
boom, and Silicon Valley companies received nearly half of
all the investments, according
to a report released Friday. Venture firms in 2014 invested $23.4
billion in Silicon Valley-based
tech startups, an 86 percent
increase over 2013 and the best
year since 2000, according to the
MoneyTree report, produced by
PricewaterhouseCoopers and
the National Venture Capital
Association.
“There’s lots of money out
there and lots of people who
want to make money,” said Mark
McCaffrey, a software industry
expert with PwC.

LOS ANGELES — The average surface temperature on Earth
was higher in 2014 than at any
time since scientists began taking detailed measurements 135
years ago.
The 1.4-degree Fahrenheit rise
since 1880 confirms long-term
warming patterns and renewed
alarm about changes that could
flood coasts, provoke more
severe storms and dry out croplands around the globe, climate
experts at NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration said Friday.
Experts at NOAA determined
that Earth’s average surface temperature in 2014 was 1.24 degrees
above the 20th century average of
57 degrees Fahrenheit.

BERLIN — Over 48 hours,
police in France, Austria, Belgium, England, Germany and
Slovakia arrested or killed more
than two dozen terrorism suspects. Investigations have
stretched into several other European nations.
“In the security services, it’s
been known for a while that it
was only a matter of time before
all hell broke loose,” said Magnus
Ranstorp, an international security expert at the Swedish National
Defense College. “Paris was the
moment it happened.”
After Paris, security services
across the continent were under
enormous pressure to make sure
there were no repeats, no copycat attacks.

JERUSALEM — Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
Saturday lashed out at a decision by the prosecutor of the
International Criminal Court
to begin an investigation into
alleged war crimes committed
in the Palestinian territories.
Netanyahu called the decision by Fatou Bensouda
“preposterous.”
The court announced Bensouda’s decision on Friday
and said the “preliminary
examination” was intended to
determine if there were grounds
for a full-scale war-crimes
investigation.
Compiled from Tribune
News Service.
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celebrating a legacy

harrisonburg

HPD investigates alleged
forcible fondling
The Harrisonburg Police Department
responded to an alleged forcible fondling
that took place after midnight on Friday
morning on the 300 block of Pheasant
Run Circle.
JMU sent out a Madison Alert message
notifying the community about the incident. According to the victim, an unknown
5-foot-7-inch male in a black jacket came
out from some nearby bushes, grabbed her
from behind and fondled her. The victim
then screamed and the suspect fled the
scene.
Anyone who has information regarding this incident is asked to contact HPD
at Crime Solvers by calling 540-574-5050
or by texting “HPD” and the tip to 274637
(CRIMES).

1.

2.

Police academy now
taking applications
The city’s police department is opening its doors for community members to
learn about its various jobs and duties,
according to Harrisonburg Police Department’s Community Resource Officer Chris
Monahan.
The Citizen Police Academy, held on
Thursday evenings at the Public Safety
Building, will provide participants with
hands-on experience in different scenarios that officers may encounter.
A few topics that will be covered include:
criminal investigation, patrol ride-alongs,
drug and gang units and shooting in a controlled environment.
“The Citizen Police Academy represents
the ‘community engagement and transparency’ mission of the Harrisonburg Police
Department that Police Chief Stephen
Monticelli set for our department,” Monahan said.
Applications for the program are available online at harrisonburgva.gov/police
or at the Public Safety Building lobby.
Completed applications will be due
by Monday, Feb. 15 and those who are
selected will attend classes from March 5
through April 30.

4.

3.

PHOTOs by lauren Gordon, Daniel Stein and sam taylor / The Breeze

1. A group of JMU students listen as residents of Emeritus at Harrisonburg, an assisted living facility, tell their stories of where they were when Martin Luther
King Jr. made his march on Washington and when he was assassinated by James Earl Ray outside of a motel in Memphis on April 4, 1968.
2. Marc Morial, president of the National Urban League speaks at the JMU MLK Formal Program titled “Never sleep on a Dream...Arise and Take Action”
at Wilson Hall on Monday night. Morial was the event’s keynote speaker and has a history of working with civil rights issues. 3. Chris Jones, the mayor of
Harrisonburg, speaks to an audience as the master of ceremonies at the 8th annual Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration titled “Service Above Self,”
which was hosted by the Rockingham County NAACP on Sunday at the Lucy F. Simms Continuing Education Center. 4. JMU students and the Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority gather together to march last Thursday in memory of MLK Jr. in an event called “March and Speak Out.” The event began at 10 a.m. and the
march began at the Madison statue near Varner House, ending in Taylor 405 for the “Speak Out” portion.
More photos at facebook.com/TheBreezeJMU

Painting the world green

ISAT professor discusses environmental stewardship efforts on the JMU campus

Improvements
made downtown
Harrisonburg completed Phase 2 of
downtown’s “Our Next Steps” streetscape
project earlier this month, with a few tasks
remaining, according to Harrisonburg’s
Public Information Officer Mary-Hope
Vass.
The $1.1 million includes improvements
to sidewalk reconstruction, additional curb
ramps and traffic signal replacements were
added from Bruce Street to East Court
Square.
Since asphalt plants shut down for the
winter, Main Street will be repaved this
spring/summer during the city’s annual
paving program.
The new pedestrian signals visually
represent the amount of time pedestrians
have to cross the street and an audible
signal, activated only when the button is
pushed, tells them when it’s safe to walk.
“The sound of the voice should adjust to
ambient background noise,” according to
Public Works Engineer Kimberly Cameron. “As you can imagine, when downtown
is louder during the daytime hours, that
voice is going to be louder so a vision
impaired person can hear it better.”
According to Vass, the new teardrop
design streetlights provide safety and
security while the dark bronze traffic signals and sidewalk pavers are made with
energy efficient bulbs.
Richmond

Virginia students discuss
proposed pipeline

Mark owen / The Breeze

Assistant integrated science and technology professor Carole Nash, who has more than 30 years of archaeological experience, also directs Shenandoah National
Park’s archaeological research program. She also enjoys hiking, gardening and spending time in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
By KAYLA RINI
The Breeze
Carole Nash is an assistant professor in the
Integrated Science and Technology department. She
focuses on environmental and cultural change in
her teaching, and is an archaeological specialist.
How did you start teaching at JMU?

The Virginia Student Environmental
Coalition (VSEC) met with Evan Feinman, Virginia’s Deputy Secretary of Natural
Resources on Monday, according to Sean
Davis, VSEC’s vice chair of ExCom.
VSEC, which has been collecting letters
from citizens who are concerned about the
proposed Atlantic Coast natural gas pipeline, has been unable to secure a meeting
with Gov. Terry McAuliffe.
The group delivered the letters to
Feinman.
A press conference was held near the
State Capitol Building in Richmond at
8:30 a.m., and many student representatives spoke about the pipeline, state threats
and the responsible energy policy.
The pipeline would pass from the
George Washington National Forest and
the Blue Ridge Mountains to the Shenandoah Valley.

I am a double Duke. I graduated from JMU in
1983 and after I went to graduate school, I
was working for an archaeological firm here
in the Valley and started thinking about
what I wanted to do. I started teaching as
[a] part-time faculty member in 1989.
What are your interests/hobbies?
Well, one of [the] things we are very proud
of, Dr. Mary Handley and I, [is being] in
charge of the patio garden. We take a
great deal of pride [in] it and spend a lot
of time on it. I also do a lot of hiking and
gardening myself because we do a lot of the
archaeology for Shenandoah National Park.
How do you think JMU is environmentally
healthy, as compared to other schools?
I think, first of all, because the university

is in such a beautiful place, in the
Shenandoah Valley, it has always been
known as picturesque, and the facilities
management has taken great pride in the
work they’ve done. I think JMU has done
[a lot] to become more environmentally
conscious, and it happens every single
day. For example, we have an Office
of Environmental Stewardship and
Sustainability, and that is a little miracle.
The [executive] director, Dr. [Christie-Joy]
Brodrick Hartman has pulled together
so many different voices on campus to
work on everything from storm water
management to helping us with this patio
garden as [a] way to demonstrate how you
use urban space. Of course the Arboretum
is another example as well, and there’s
a lot of great work there to try to make
that place more sustainable. But, I think
by and large there is institutional focus on
environmental thinking so that everywhere
you turn there is some reminder of
your behavior and the impact that your
behavior can have as an individual and
that’s something I think we excel at.
What is one of your favorite parts about JMU? Why?
The thing I like most about JMU is
the focus we place on working with

undergraduates. I have great respect
for our graduate programs and the work
that’s done there but I really think we
excel in working with undergraduates
and demonstrating that undergraduates
are capable of doing significant work and
making significant contributions and the
strong emphasis we place on teaching.
We give a lot and have a lot of passion.
What is one of your favorite accomplishments?
I am proud of a lot of things I have done,
but I think the best thing is having the
opportunity to work with students in
the field, and watch them develop and
then go onto their own careers because
of the experience they’ve had with me.
Doing archaeology and geography and
being outdoors, knowing that those
students have done well and that they’re
going to do well in life, that’s a great
accomplishment to me. And I stay in touch
with a lot of my former students. Over
the winter break I actually married two of
my former students. These are the kinds
of things that are accomplishments.
contact Kayla Rini at
rinikm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Experts work to end sexual assault battle
Panelists discuss importance of preventing violence and assault on college campuses
By JESSICA NEWMAN
The Breeze

Sexual assault is prevalent on college campuses all across
the country. As a result, there have been numerous efforts
here at JMU in order to put an end to sexual assault for good.
On Friday, expert panelists held a discussione entitled
Sexual Assault Prevention Efforts at JMU. The discussion,
which was a part of the Faculty Flashpoints series, was held
in Rose Library and covered various topics. One of them was
how JMU experts such as Patricia Crocker, a staff psychologist
from JMU’s Counseling Center and coordinator of the Sexual
Trauma Empowerment Program, Director of the Office of Student Accountability and Restorative Practices Joshua Bacon
and Assistant Director for Sexual Violence Advocacy and Prevention at the University Health Center Liz Howley held an
open forum discussion with approximately  students, faculty and community members about the university’s efforts
in preventing and handling sexual assault.
According to the Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network
(RAINN), about , people in the United States are victims
of sexual assault each year. RAINN also reports that  percent of sexual assaults in the last five years went unreported.
Bacon said that not reporting sexual assault is the start of
the problem, because  percent of male students create 
percent of sexual assaults, meaning each perpetrator averages around six victims. He believes the number of sexual
assaults would decrease drastically if any one of those victims came forward.
It may seem like common sense to report a sexual assault,
but it’s not that easy, according to Howley. From her experience working with victims, she’s learned that they often feel
embarrassed or at blame for what happened.
“It’s just really an individual thing.” Howley said. “To

formally bring charges
against someone else
— that’s a lot of talking
about your story and telling what happened over
and over again, that’s
seeing that person again.
Some people just don’t
want to have to do that.”
According to Crocker, providing support
for a victim is the most
important part. She suggests it’s vital to support
victims and listen to their
stories instead of immediately labeling them as
“innocent” or “guilty.”
Crocker said people’s
initial reaction is to ask
victims, “Why were you
walking home by yourself?” or “Why were you
Liz Howley (left), the assistant director for sexual violence advocacy and prevention at the
University Health Center, and Carol Hurney, the director of the Center for Faculty Innovation and the
wearing revealing clothevent’s moderator, led community members in the sexual assault discussion that took place on Friday.
ing?” Doing so, she said,
can add to the blame and
guilt they may be feeling
toward themselves, ultimately preventing them from reportHowley also discussed the several definitions of sexual
ing the incident.
assault. Can words be sexual assault? Or is sexual assault
“The more messages of ‘we believe you’ and ‘we support strictly rape? Howley said she uses sexual assault as an
you’ [the victim(s)] receive, the more likely they’ll take those umbrella term — rape is a form of sexual assault, but not the
challenging steps of trying to pursue sanctions,” Crocker said. only form. Any sexual trauma, violence or harassment could
“Each time they receive a message of doubt, question or criti- be sexual assault.
cism, they take a step back.”
According to Bacon, alcohol abuse plays a major role in
sexual assault cases at JMU. Alcohol lowers inhibitions, which
gets in the way of realizing that a situation is unsafe or threatening. The victim may feel guilty for drunkenly giving consent,
but many don’t realize that drunk consent is not consent; having sex with a drunk individual is considered sexual assault.
“In  years of doing this job, I can’t think of one case where
alcohol wasn’t involved,” Bacon said.
As far as prevention goes, the panelists emphasized using
one’s own voice to spread awareness. Bacon added that
although there’s no quick-fix solution to these issues, in the
previous years he’s noticed that awareness has increased and
the number of people actually reporting sexual assault cases
has “skyrocketed.”
Various staff at the meeting discussed what they could do in
the classroom as an effort to get rid of sexual assault. The effectiveness of programs such as Haven, an online sexual assault
module required by all incoming freshmen, were discussed,
but some faculty members want to do more. Many professors
asked if it would be appropriate to hold a sexual assault prevention discussion during a biology class, for example.
Almost everyone at the meeting agreed that it’s important
to at least get students informed and talking about this topic.
“I think the biggest thing that needs to change is just a willingness to be more open and transparent about everything in
terms of procedure and how we talk about this kind of stuff.“
Erin Phillippi, an attendee of the meeting and office manager
of the Madison Collaborative team, said. “If we’re more willing
to be open about everything it will make it easier to address
these problems.”
PHOTOS BY MARK OWEN / THE BREEZE

Taylor Vest, a sophomore nursing major, participates in Friday’s discussion, which was a part of the Faculty Flashpoint series.
Panelists covered the definition of sexual assault, as well as the importance of listening to and supporting victims.

BOV | JMU buys residence close to campus
from front

was played during the meeting as well.
“Doing something like this is well beyond
the performance. One of the greatest things
I enjoyed was watching the Italian public take pictures of the band,” Rikkers said.
“They don’t see things like this all the time.
And they would give their kids … to our
band members and take pictures. They loved
them!”
The BOV went into closed session
where they approved the purchase of a
,-square-foot, one-story property at 
East Fairview Avenue in Harrisonburg, near
JMU.
The university paid $, for the
property, which was assessed last August
at $,, according to Harrisonburg’s
Real Estate Information System. The former
owner of the property is Joseph E. Hollis, a
JMU Professor Emeritus of accounting who
spent  years teaching at the university
after moving to the area in .
The next BOV meeting is scheduled for
April  at  p.m. in the Festival Board Room.
Tuition and fees for the - academic
year will likely be decided at this meeting.
CONTACT Patrick Mortiere at
breezenews@gmail.com.

DANIEL STEIN / THE BREEZE

Vanessa Evans-Grevious, the associate director of the Ron Brown Scholar Program,
reports her committee’s minutes during Friday’s Board of Visitors meeting.
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Introducing
Judi Life
Judi is a
native of the
Shennandoah
Valley and recently
moved back from
Southern California

Specializing in Foils, Multi Dimensional
Color, Design Cuts, and Brow Waxing
JMU Students
$10 Off

Tuesday &
Wednesday

Only Appointments
with Judi

188 S. Mason St., Harrisonburg

433-7376

CONTACT Jessica Newman at
newmanjt@dukes.jmu.edu.
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KEVAN HULLIGAN | the war room

Obama’s community college plan is smart
With four-year university prices skyrocketing, the proposal for free two-year college tuition is necessary and innovative
For many Americans, college
is both too expensive to pursue,
yet necessary for a job. With a
large number of public school
students living at or below the
poverty line, college is looking
more and more impossible to
afford without taking on massive
amounts of debt.
For community college
students it’s even harder to maintain loan payments
than for four-year university students, with
community college defaults happening more than
twice as often. Some of us already have to worry
about the heavy burden of debt after we graduate
and head out into an uncertain job market and the
chaotic world. Action needs to be taken in order to
make college more affordable for students that prove
their abilities, and a new plan could be a great first
step in that endeavor.
Although he decided to wait until he had to deal
with a Republican-controlled Congress to announce
it, President Barack Obama started off the new year by
unveiling a plan to provide free community college.
Sadly, the announcement of the plan was light on
some of the more important details, such as where

the funding for such a plan would come from, as more
of it is to be revealed during his State of the Union
address tonight. One can reasonably assume that
some of that funding would come from the proposed
raise in capital gains tax that Obama seeks to enact.
In the meantime, the plan has, not surprisingly,
already received some resistance from Republican
congressmen, putting the future of the plan in doubt
before it’s even truly born.

Action needs to be taken in order
to make college more affordable
for students that prove their
abilities, and a new plan could be
a great first step in that endeavor.

I support the notion of state governments
cooperating with federal government to provide
free community college tuition for worthy students,
because quite honestly it’s time that the U.S. caught

up with the rest of the world in terms of providing
free or even affordable higher education. I don’t think
we are quite ready to be at Germany’s level, with
college tuition being made free for both national and
foreign students just last year, but I truly believe that
action needs to be taken sooner rather than later to
enfranchise new generations to get a college degree,
something that is fast becoming required to attain a
career in this country. As previously mentioned in The
Breeze just last week, more and more jobs will require
at least a bachelor’s degree by 2020.
For many people, community college is a great way
to pursue both a higher education and a chance at
getting into a four-year university. Why then, when
we have the ability to avoid it, should we burden
community college students? They more than likely
don’t have a lot of money to start with, and the
overbearing shadow of student debt would suffocate
them as they struggle blindly into the job market.
At the very least, we should be working to make
community college a free option. Whether or not that
is too much to ask of this Congress will wait to be seen.
Kevan Hulligan is a senior political science
major. Contact Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.
edu.

CHARITY O’CONNOR | letter to the editor

Editorial neglected
campus progress
Last semester, The Breeze’s Editorial Board
published “JMU shouldn’t need a controversy to
‘be the change.’” While the editors are correct in
stating this fact, they’re also unaware of the current
efforts on campus to combat sexual assault and
form long-lasting preventive measures. Campus
Assault ResponsE was labeled as remaining a
“student-run organization with limited resources
and no office space.” While true, the authors
undermine the continual efforts of CARE and its
members. While CARE doesn’t have an office and
this is indeed a problem, the fact that it’s “student
run” isn’t the issue. What is the issue, however,
is the fact that CARE has maybe 30 dedicated
members; and everyone on campus is outraged by
the issues of sexual assault; yet our membership
has hardly grown this year.
The second and main point in which the
authors are mistaken is in saying that we need
a task force. JMU already has a task force called
the Campus Coalition Against Sexual Assault
(CCASA). CCASA meets monthly and is composed

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

of students and staff from all areas of campus to
form a multidisciplinary team of like-minded
individuals with the goal of improving prevention
and response. Not only is CCASA working on
continued student education on sexual assault, but
they also have a language committee, an outreach
committee and a compliance committee to assess
all areas of JMU’s resources.
My point in writing this letter is not to undermine
the Editorial Board’s sentiment or argue that sexual
assault isn’t a problem, but instead it’s to remind
the JMU community that there are a multitude
of caring individuals on campus working toward
change everyday. Think about the fact that what
we’re missing more students who are willing to
join us. None of our overarching goals can happen
overnight, and likewise, none of them can happen
with limited student involvement, and certainly not
by dismissing the efforts of those who are trying.

A “learn-to-drive” dart to the terrible
driver of the red sedan who practically ran
into me at the intersection of MLK and
South Main Street.
From a pissed-off student who would be
more than happy to give you a piece of her
mind, but not a piece of her car.
A “do-your-research” dart to the
reviewer of “Into the Woods.”
From a musical fan who knows the many
“issues” you pointed out in the film were
actually the writers staying true to the Tony
Award-winning Broadway show.

A “please-stop-doing-that” dart to
the secret cult on campus that sacrifices
freshmen in poor academic standing.
From someone who demands answers
from President Alger. Or should I say Grand
Master?
A “great-timing” dart to the JMU student
who yelled “pussy” out of a moving car at
a crowd of people (including a disgusted
reporter from WHSV) who had just left
a Faculty Flashpoint focused on sexual
assault prevention efforts at JMU.
From a female staff member who is
sad that she feels the need to apologize on
behalf of her campus community.

Charity O’Connor is a senior writing, rhetoric
and technical communication major.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Who’s the real

queen of comedy?

the breakdown
SNL
7 years

8 years

emmys
2 wins
6 noms

8 wins
33 noms

golden globes
1 win
3 noms

12 noms

PHOTOS COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

ROBYN SMITH | #TeamAmy

MARTA VUCCI | #TeamTina

If I’m going to spend $30 on a
celebrity autobiography, I want
good gossip. I want $30 worth of
debunked tabloid headlines, how a
certain celebrity REALLY feels about
her (or his, I guess) co-stars and most
importantly how if they can become
rich, successful and famous, I can
too (oh, and here is a few ways as to
how).
Amy Poehler inspired me with
“Yes Please.” She said that it’s more
important to be kind and welcoming
and have positive network
connections than it is to finger-crush
your way to the top of the pyramid.
She said that appearance doesn’t
matter — what you are is good
enough. She also told long, detailed
and funny stories about brilliant
moments during her career — on
“Saturday Night Live” or in Chicago
or when she was an ice cream
scooper back in her hometown.
For example, Poehler said that
her son smells like “love cookies”
and when Seth Meyers was left to do
Weekend Update on “SNL” alone,
she made him a badge of courage.
It’s this kind of engagement with the
reader that I value much higher than
awkward stories that might make me
laugh once or twice.
Poehler, while rambly at times,
was honest, inviting and vulnerable.
Vulnerability is a very powerful tool
in any form of expression, but in
the case of a memoir, it can shatter
someone’s world. I gained something
that I could never replace: faith. Not
spiritual faith or ritualistic faith, but
faith in myself. Faith that it is truly
possible to make it to the top of the
ladder without sacrificing anyone
else’s fingers.
I admit, it’s been a long two years
since I read Tina Fey’s “Bossypants,”
but I remember my impressions
of it very well. Fey, whose long,

In her newly released memoir, “Yes
Please,” Amy Poehler refers to Tina Fey
as her “comedy wife.”
As wives of this nature, Fey and
Poehler both have distinctly different comedic voices that have always
complemented each other standing
side-by-side. Both have also made plenty
of success on their own, but their differences make it difficult to compare their
work on the same playing field. However,
the release of Poehler’s book has inevitably subjected it to comparison against
Fey’s “Bossypants,” which hit the shelves
in 2011. In terms of flat-out writing, Fey’s
voice clearly outshines Poehler’s.
Much like the script of her NBC show,
“30 Rock,” Fey’s voice in “Bossypants” is
fresh, funny and fast-paced. Every sentence is a work of art, crafted to convey
her point but also make you laugh out
loud. In “30 Rock,” it’s easy to miss a joke,
but in “Bossypants” you don’t have to
worry about keeping up. Fey’s brilliance
is right there on the page, so you can
relive her genius to your heart’s content.
Impressive writing aside, I was taken
with Fey’s description of her experience
in a male-dominated field. She gives
an honest depiction of what it was like
working with male comedians, and even
has an entire chapter dedicated to praising Poehler for standing up for herself
against Jimmy Fallon’s criticism of one
of her “Saturday Night Live” bits.
I read “Bossypants” in a day, so upon
receiving “Yes Please” as a Christmas
gift, I couldn’t wait to get started. But
about 50 pages in, disappointment
ensued as I found myself struggling to
continue. Poehler’s writing didn’t start
off on a great note, as she complained
about how difficult it was for her to sit
down and write. Obviously, this is a difficult task for all writers — they’re just
not supposed to show it.
It was difficult to move past the “thisis-really-hard-for-her” mindset, because
she kept bringing it up throughout

impressive writing and acting
career has amazed me, came off as
aggressive in her description of her
own path forward. I suppose that
climbing the ladder of success means
inevitable finger-crushing in order to
get to the top, but that depends on
what kind of success you’re aiming
for.
When Fey “stole” that office job
from a co-worker at the Young
Men’s Christian Association, she
forever changed in my eyes from
an intelligent, talented writer to
a scrooge who stops at nothing
to get what she wants. Maybe I
misunderstood her actual intentions,
but an impression is an impression
and they are mighty hard to change.
Poehler did not skimp on the
celebrity gossip. She dedicated at
least five chapters of her book to dirty
details about her co-workers. Fey is
her partner in everything and they’ve
had each other’s backs since the early
’90s in Chicago — a true testimony
to a philosophy both brilliant women
share. Women can work together in
harmony and not just in competition.
Poehler dished about the behindthe-scenes action of the birth of her
first child and how supportive her
friends and co-workers at “SNL”
were during it. She talked about
every one of her amazing “Parks and
Recreation” (which just began airing
its final season last Tuesday on NBC)
cast members, including her favorite
moments with them on set.
Both books are must-haves, but
“Bossypants” has collected dust on
my bookshelf at home while “Yes
Please” came with me to college.
But that’s just my take. Organize your
own shelf.
Robyn Smith is a freshman media
arts and design major. Contact
Robyn at breezearts@gmail.com.

multiple chapters. Her essay selection
was scattered and disorganized, a testament to her actual self, but her witty
humor kept me going.
By the time I finally got to Poehler’s
work experience, the charm had worn
off. Her unnecessarily lengthy rambling style came off as more of a series
of childish rants. At one point I found
myself asking out loud, “Are there really
300-some pages of this?” I didn’t want to
lower my opinion of her, but her quips
and insights about life were no longer as
interesting to me because she couldn’t
get to the point.
One of the most common praises I’ve
read for Poehler’s book is that she exposes everything about herself: the good,
the bad, the childish and immature and
what she’s learned about herself in the
process of confronting these things. “Yes
Please” opens an entirely new door to
her life for anyone who’s interested. But
Fey does the exact same thing, just in a
significantly more concise and sophisticated manner.
One of my favorite “comedy wife”
moments is a bit from “Saturday Night
Live’s” Weekend Update. Fey was
defending Hillary Clinton against the
criticism of being a “b----.” She noted
that this is also true for both herself and
Poehler, but it isn’t a bad thing, because,
“B----es get stuff done!”
B----es star in successful TV shows.
B----es host the Golden Globes. B---es somehow balance work and family
life. B----es write their own books. Both
women have done all of these things, but
after reading, I have more respect for Fey
because she has shown us her ability to
express herself with more maturity and
sophistication. “Bossypants” is concrete
proof that Fey can get stuff done, and she
can get it done well.
Marta Vucci is a senior media arts
and design major. Contact Marta at
breezecopy@gmail.com.
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album review

Community members help Harrisonburg’s homeless by washing their clothes

It’s all
about the
pink
Nicki Minaj’s new album
shows her sensitive side

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Nicki Minaj at the 53rd annual Grammy Awards in
Los Angeles in February 2011. Her latest album,
“The Pinkprint,” released in December 2014, has
turned out several chart-toppers.
By EMMY FREEDMAN
The Breeze

COURTESY OF NOEL CANTNER

TOP Kayla Maxwell, a senior communication studies major and co-founder of Loads of Love, and Mitchell Palmer, a Harrisonburg resident and volunteer,
put clothes belonging to Harrisonburg’s homeless into a washing machine. BOTTOM LEFT Alina Murphy, a senior nursing major and a volunteer for Loads
of Love, writes notes to accompany handmade hats to put in the bags of clothes before they’re returned to their owners. BOTTOM RIGHT Loads of Love
numbers each bag and attaches them to each washing machine and dryer so that the clothes are returned to their rightful owner after washing.
By NOEL CANTNER
contributing writer

In the fall of 2011, Christiansburg,
Virginia, native and senior communication studies major, Kayla Maxwell,
was reading on a bench in Westover
Park when an older homeless man sat
beside her. He asked if the two of them
could talk, which led to a two-and-ahalf hour long conversation. She even
read a portion of her book to him.
“I didn’t want to leave, he was so
interesting to talk to ... he had been
through a lot,” Maxwell said.
The man’s name was Donald.
He carried a backpack and had just
walked to Harrisonburg from Virginia
Beach. Donald and Maxwell continued to meet in the park once a week
all through the semester.
Maxwell arrived at Westover one day
to see all of Donald’s clothes spread
out on a picnic table to dry after a rainstorm. Immediately noticing the odor,
she offered to do his laundry. Although
skeptical at first, Donald agreed. She
gathered up his wardrobe and took
it back to her apartment, where her
roommates asked, “Why do you have
an old man’s laundry?”
When the clothes were washed,
dried and folded, she went back to the
park to return them.
Maxwell recalled that Donald was
so grateful, “he couldn’t even speak.”
Amie York, Maxwell’s then-roommate, knew about the situation and
was intrigued.
“I just think big naturally,” York, a
hospitality management graduate (’14)
and Virginia Beach native, said. “I just
don’t think of one. ‘Why can’t we do
this for all of them?’ ”
So three years ago, the two friends
put a change jar on their kitchen counter. York came up with “Loads of Love”
and taped a label to the jar, not knowing that it was the start of a bigger
project.
Maxwell said that York “really fueled
the next step.” York mentioned the idea
offhand over coffee with one of her
mentors, Kim Shahan.
Shahan loved it and pushed York
to write a proposal letter, connect
with the local homeless shelter,
Open Doors, and present the plan.
Shahan, who teaches driver improvement clinics, describes herself as an
“encourager” who has a “heart for
young people.”
York contacted Open Doors, and
said they “jumped right on it.”
Open Doors shelters the homeless
during the 22 coldest weeks of the
year, starting in November and ending in April. The shelter location varies
weekly, held in different churches in

the area. Along with a hot dinner and
breakfast, the homeless are able to
sleep on a mattress with a pillow, two
sheets and a blanket.
It was a week before the shelter season began in the fall of 2012
when Shahan sent out a mass email
to her Harrisonburg contacts, sharing the plan for Loads of Love, a
local volunteer organization that
helps the homeless by washing their
clothes.
That was on a Wednesday.
The following Sunday, York attended her weekly church service at Grace
Covenant Church. Waiting for her were
more than 10 huge 120-load jugs of liquid laundry detergent, over 1,000 dryer
sheets and a bowl full of quarters.
“I have tingles just thinking about
this,” York said. “The community just
completely surrounded the idea.”

It’s rewarding but
also humbling to
be able to serve
people in this way. It
makes me thankful
for what I have.
Abby Fairchild

senior nursing major and
Loads of Love volunteer

There’s only been one week that she
can recall not having enough supplies.
“Every single week — not kidding
you — for six weeks straight, on the
day of laundry day, I would get a call.
And I would get $30 in quarters,” York
said. “It was always enough to do 10
loads that night.”
Loads of Love usually goes to whichever church is acting as the shelter that
week to collect the dirty laundry. The
homeless guests are eating dinner
when they hear, “The laundry people
are here!” Each guest is given a bag and
a number to match so things don’t get
mixed up when the bags are taken to
the closest laundromat.
“But we bring it back with their
name on it because they’re not just
numbers,” Maxwell said.
The volunteers try to cut off the
number of bags taken at 10, but it
seems to go over every week, hitting at
least 15. Limited by time, resources and
reliance on volunteers, Maxwell finds
it “heartbreaking” not being able to do
it for everyone, every week.
Bits of paper with scribbled numbers are held to the washers by
magnets, and move with the clothing

to the dryers. Everything is folded
neatly and personal notes are written
while the laundry is running, which are
also placed in the bags. When finished,
the group tries to arrive back at the shelter by 9:30 p.m., since lights out is at 10.
On Dec. 8, the volunteers also had 25
hats to throw in the bags, knitted and
donated by a woman in the area. One
note that week read, “Austin — Hand
made just for you! You are great! Stay
warm!” It was signed with a heart and
“Loads of Love.”
Abby Fairchild, a senior nursing
major, is a new volunteer with Loads
of Love. The Lynchburg, Virginia, native
helped write notes that week.
“It’s rewarding but also humbling
to be able to serve people in this way,”
Fairchild said. “It makes me thankful for
what I have.”
Although some churches have provided laundry services for homeless
in the past, it’s not typical for the clean
clothes to be returned the same night.
Rachel Hundley, executive director of
Open Doors, said it can be difficult for
shelter guests to go a whole day in the
cold without most of their clothes.
“The way they take it and bring it
back is invaluable to us,” Hundley said.
She is especially grateful to have “one
less thing to worry about.”
“[The volunteers] treat everyone with
the same dignity, kindness and love,”
Hundley said. “It’s a rare quality they
both have that will make them go far
in life.”
Both York and Maxwell say the gratitude they have received has changed
their hearts. One woman wouldn’t stop
hugging York upon receiving her freshly
washed clothes.
York notes that as a society, it’s
easy to separate ourselves from the
homeless.
“Doing Loads of Love has completely
broken down that barrier for me,” York
said. “They’re just like us. They’re wise,
wise, wise ... I’ve walked away with tears
in my eyes.”
Once, Maxwell was trying to carry
too many bags when a homeless man
named Mike came up, grabbed them
and asked, “Where are these going?”
Mike now helps carry the bags every
week.
Another night, one homeless guest
came up and asked, “Why do you do
this?”
“It’s just such a way to, like, serve
them ... That’s what I feel passionate
about ... And our faith is a huge part
of that,” York said. “We believe that
we’re here to serve each other and
we’re here to make our loads lighter.”
CONTACT Noel Cantner at
cantnenm@dukes.jmu.edu.

Nicki Minaj is the girl in charge and she
makes sure you know it in “The Pinkprint.”
She starts out her biting 16-track album with
“All Things Go,” saying, “I had to reinvent, I
put the V in vent ... I look beyond what people
saying and I see intent.” Those first couple
of lines pretty much sum up the rest of her
album, from sensitive ballads such as “The
Crying Game” and “I Lied” to chart-topping
hits like “Anaconda” and “The Night Is Still
Young.”
Nicki Minaj
Two of Minaj’s
previous
albums,
“The
“Pink Friday”
Pinkprint”
and “Pink
Friday: Roman

Reloaded,” placed
Released Dec. 15, 2014
her high in the
atmosphere. But
for those albums she was mostly known for
the large number of chart toppers and her
ability to rap up-tempo with the boys. But
“The Pinkprint” elevates her to a whole new
level. She raps about the abortion she had
at 16, her claim that she didn’t cheat on her
ex-boyfriend, Safaree Samuels and has cutting
remarks for the people who undermine
her. In “The Pinkprint” she is completely
vulnerable and open — maybe because of
her recent breakup with Samuels or maybe
because she wants us to take her more
seriously. While the singer/rapper has always
put her femininity on display in her acts and
music, she makes it clear on this album that
she isn’t just a girl racing the boys to the finish
— she’s a woman who has to work twice as
hard just to keep pace, as well as put up with
the media’s representation of her.
In “Want Some More,” she raps, “Who
had Eminem on the first album? Who had
Kanye saying, ‘She a problem?’ Who the f--came in the game, made her own column?”
In “Feeling Myself,” she raps with Beyoncé,
“Male or female, it make no difference / I stop
the world, world stop.” And even with tons
of chart-toppers and numerous features in
songs, she still has to prove that she should be
taken seriously. She shouldn’t just be known
for her outlandishness and her bigger-thanaverage derriere, but for her ability to stay
feminine and strong in a man’s game. As she
says in the 2013 song “Tapout” by hip-hop
super group Rich Gang on their self-titled
album, she raps, “Only rap b---- on the Forbes
list,” and in “Four Door Aventador” she
sings, “I am the best, I am the queen, it’s so
apparent in me.”
She also seems to have a new mantra in
“The Night Is Still Young,” which is probably
the closest in sound to her past work. She
also shares this thought in “All Things Go,”
where she says, “Cherish these nights, cherish
these people / Life is a movie but there will
never be a sequel.”
Minaj has completely opened up in “The
Pinkprint.” She lets us hear her most personal
vulnerabilities and shows us that she isn’t just
a girl making hits for the radio but is instead
a woman with feelings and power. Plus, the
album contains some great-sounding pop
songs and beats to pay attention to, from
“Only” and “Want Some More” to “All Things
Go.” “The Pinkprint” hits all the notes for a
fantastic third album.
Emmy Freedman is a junior media arts and
design major. Contact Emmy at freedmee@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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glitter | Henry: ‘I’m excited anytime people get excited about art’

photos by lauren Gordon / the breeze

LEFT Titled “Infection,” fine arts graduate student Jon Henry simultaneously poured one pound of green glitter and one pound of red glitter to represent HIV infection. TOP RIGHT “Glitter Pills” is an
inversion of anti-gay pills and other abusive medical treatments for homosexuality. Made with edible glitter, these pills “make” one gay. BOTTOM RIGHT “Untitled [reflecting | occupying]” is several
pounds of silver glitter in a corner of the Duke Hall exhibit. The corner represents a marginalized space and the glitter is Henry’s comment on how despite its limits, the space can be expanded.

MORE PHOTOS ONLINE AT BREEZEJMU.ORG
from front

“Typical laws and social systems don’t exist,” Henry said.
“That’s why I’m also using glitter. It’s a temporary material and
something important about T.A.Z. is that it’s temporary. Otherwise it could get consumed into capitalism and everything.”
While T.A.Z. is the most eye-catching and dynamic of all six
pieces of art, each work contributes to the exhibit’s overarching
theme of marginalized people, spaces and materials.
In one corner, one pound of green glitter and one pound of
red glitter lie on the floor. This piece is titled “Infection.” Poured
simultaneously, the piles symbolize HIV infection.
“I’ve been thinking a lot about friends who’ve recently been
diagnosed with HIV. A former partner of mine was actually
diagnosed with HIV,” Henry said. “The idea is that these two
piles were poured and they infected each other and then what
would it take to un-infect these two piles of glitter.”
Against one wall of the room there is a table covered in
small bags of pills. Titled “Glitter Pills,” the glittery capsules
come with a set of instructions: take one pill immediately,
take one before dreaming and take one when not feeling gay.
“This is my first real extensive project with glitter,” Henry
said. “This is actually made with edible glitter from Martha
Stewart, so you can actually eat these and I’ve eaten them
with no side effects. This is kind of a dedication to the history
of queer people and being medicated and not oppressed, but
ostracized ... You could cure gayness as if it was an illness. So
I was interested in inverting that idea. What would it take to
turn someone gay?”
Much of Henry’s art is related to activism or community

engagement. He has numerous projects that incorporate not
only his own work, but the work of other artists and members
of the community. Henry already has two bachelor’s degrees
in both studio art and international world politics and diplomacy from the University of Richmond and a master’s degree
in art of public policy from New York University.

“I’ve been thinking a lot about friends
who’ve recently been diagnosed with HIV
... The idea is that these two piles were
poured and they infected each other.”
Jon Henry

fine arts graduate student

Henry’s activism focuses mostly on LGBTQ issues, but his
visions of engagement and energy are more broad than issues
of equality. He created his own artist residency here in Harrisonburg called the Old Furnace Artist Residency, where
participating artists exchange one work of art for food, room
and board.
Alex Romania, an artist currently based in New York City,
did a residency with O.F.A.R. in late August and early September. Henry was very supportive of Romania’s work.
“I love Jon,” Romania said. “Jon is great to work with ... He

does a lot of community-based stuff ... he really involves communities with his art. He has this perspective that all things
created are art.”
One of O.F.A.R.’s current projects is A.F.A.R., or Advancing
the Frontier of Artist Residencies, at artWorks, JMU’s gallery
on West Grace Street. Its purpose is to engage the community
and make everyone an artist — for interacting with the art for
just five minutes, each participant gets their own diploma personally signed and stamped by Henry.
“… I’m asking that you be present with a piece of art for
five minutes,” Henry said. “… I wanted people to make mail
art so that after the exhibition ended we can mail them out
to people. Again, even though the art ended, outside of the
gallery space the art continues.”
That welcoming atmosphere of art has had a positive effect
on the community. Henry’s neighbor, Hunter Swanson, isn’t
an artist but has learned to better appreciate art through
Henry.
“I’ve realized that it can be a powerful medium for expression, so I’ve definitely grown as a person to not only appreciate
the art but the people who created it more,” Swanson said.
“glit” is open until the end of next week at Duke Hall. What
Henry wants people to take away from “glit” is how something
marginalized by society can have a greater purpose when presented in a different way.
“I’m excited anytime people get excited about art,” Henry
said. “I’m excited to provide that moment of rupture in a boring routine they may be locked in.”
Contact Robyn Smith at breezearts@gmail.com.
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Club Sports

Different suit, same team
After playing goalie for JMU club ice hockey, senior Alex Parker now contributes through coaching

James Chung / The Breeze

Alex Parker helped the Dukes win two championships as a goalie and came up big again when the team needed a coach. He is the only student coach in the Blue Ridge Hockey Conference.
By Jack Crowder
contributing writer

Alex Parker stands tall by the bench at the JMU club ice
hockey game in Charlottesville. The veteran goalie, who
has won two conference championships with the Dukes, is
looking for the same result this year. But instead of wearing
his goalie helmet this season, he’s wearing a suit.
Parker, a 21-year-old senior from Darnestown, Maryland,
became head coach after Doug Fordham, the previous
head coach, retired following JMU’s championship in the
Blue Ridge Hockey Conference (BRHC) last season.
Team leaders, unable to find a suitable coach, considered not having a coach at all. That’s when Parker stepped
up.
“At first they were like, ‘What about you playing goalie?’
But we already have two guys besides me playing goalie
here,” Parker said. “The team soon embraced the idea.”
Parker comes prepared with experience as a hockey
camp director and a head goalie instructor. As a coach,
Parker shares some responsibility with the captains in
choosing lineups but has full responsibility in running
practice and game time decisions.
JMU is the only hockey team in the BRHC with a student
coach. JMU’s location is one of several reasons for this.
There are few hockey coaches in the Shenandoah Valley

proffitt & Fraser |

due to the lack of youth leagues and general interest of the
sport in the area.
For other schools in the conference, school funding
allows teams to pay stipends to their coaches. At JMU,
University Recreation splits funding between all club
sports on a point system basis, but their funding doesn’t
account for JMU hockey’s unusual expenses. While many
JMU club sports can practice on fields around campus and
use equipment for free, the ice hockey team travels an hour
to Charlottesville’s Main Street Arena, which is the closest
ice rink. The rink costs $325 for an hour and 15 minutes to
rent. A two-and-a-half-hour home game costs the team
$800, not including referee and travel costs.
And although they don’t have a professional coach,
many players agree they may actually be better with a student coach that knows the team inside and out.
“It has been a smooth transition for the boys since Parker has been a contributor to the team for the past couple
of years in the net,” junior center and business management major Geoff Eckles said. “Since he played the role as
a player, he knows what is expected of the coach and what
to expect of the players.”
Parker has a special relationship with his players, since
he was right in their shoes less than a year ago.
“A big part of a coach’s success is having the respect of
his players,” junior defenseman and finance major Stephen

Garrell said. “Some coaches look down on their players but
Parker is one of the boys. We know he’s got our back and
that he’s going to put us in a position to win every night.”
The team’s culture is something that another coach
might try to change, but Parker is well aware of how far to
push his players.
“Other coaches may choose the wrong battles to pick
or change stuff that would upset the players,” Parker said.
“Having personal connections with everyone on the team
is beneficial because I know how guys react to positive and
negative criticism.”
Parker is a political science and secondary education
double major, which he says helps him as a coach. He is
currently a facilitator in the JMUTeach program and teaches a class on ice hockey.
“Overall, I know I can be a good coach because I’m
learning how to be a future teacher,” Parker said. “It’s about
adapting to different situations quickly, but efficiently to
solve problems and help the guys become better players.
You create that environment where people are excited
about coming to the rink.”
JMU is currently 9-7 overall this season, and plays
its next game on Saturday against the University of Virginia in Charlottesville. Game time is 9 p.m.
Contact Jack Crowder at crowdejw@dukes.jmu.edu.

Double Take

Marshawn Lynch – Thanks for asking
Journalists are just doing their jobs – stop being selfish
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

I’m excited to reignite Double Take with Ryan
Fraser, and I know he’s pumped for another NFL
topic. I’m excited for the media aspect where I’ll
start by proclaiming that Marshawn Lynch is an
absolute joke.
Seahawks fans fundraised money to help cover
the cost of his $50,000 fine handed down by the
National Football League for his refusal to address
the media in 2013. I know Seattle is quite progressive, but let’s chill on the
Venti Pike Place’s for a minute here.
The basis of media is
to disseminate information. Journalists provide an
invaluable asset to fans —
insight. When players turn a
shoulder on the media, they
also turn a shoulder on their own fans. Just as
journalists rely on player quotes for their story,
fans rely on such stories for their trivial arguments
with friends over cheap beer and fried food. Fans
raising this money for such a cause strictly shoots
themselves in the feet. Oh, the irony.
Whether or not it’s explicitly listed in a player’s contract, they have a responsibility to address
the media. Even for me, a college-level journalist
working for the school paper, I have experienced
similar difficulties — players discretely laughing

or giving joking answers to thoughtful questions.
It doesn’t frequently bother me, but sometimes it
catches up with me. It’s hard to not feel belittled
when someone outright jokes your profession.
Cultivating relationships with your sources is
pertinent, but it’s a two-way street, one in which
many athletes are blinded by such a concept.
Journalists are just doing their job, reporting on
a given topic. Growing a tough skin is a necessary
thing for a journalist, and to be ignored by someone who makes millions running around with a
football and eating Skittles is utterly disrespectful
to the profession.
The only person in recent history to get an
interview with Lynch was Deion Sanders during the last year’s Super Bowl festivities. He said
he was about going out and playing, and that he
didn’t need to do any talking. Yeah, yeah, yeah,
the classic athlete excuse for not being good with
the media. Sometimes it seems as if athletes think
the media are going to inquire on how to cure cancer. I didn’t know it was so challenging to answer a
question about the Arizona defense. Lynch should
stop being selfish. Sports is a running engine and
the media is the transmission, helping it continually move forward.
Continue to fine him until he tastes the
rainbow to realize he’s being a juvenile, or
maybe a yellow Skittle–no one likes them.
Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.

It shouldn’t matter how much he speaks to the media
By Ryan Fraser
contributing writer

This is why I hate sports. It’s the reason that I roll my eyes and question why
I dedicate so much time to watch grown
men play a game. The fact that it’s breaking news when an athlete blows off a press
conference is appalling.
For a little backstory, Seattle Seahawks
running back Marshawn Lynch has been
notorious in the past couple of seasons for
not doing press conferences or just simply
saying “yeah” or “thank
you” to every single
question. Lynch was
fined $50,000 for not
talking to the media
last season, and was hit
with another $50,000
fine for continuing to
avoid media this season. My response is simply, “Who cares?”
Who actually watches press conferences?
Are these athletes going to say something
we didn’t already know?
Occasionally they will blame somebody or call somebody out, but usually it
is along the lines of “We didn’t play well
enough” or “I want to thank my teammates, the credit goes to them.” When
a coach completely loses it, then he
becomes the joke of the sporting universe;

cue to Mike Gundy and Dennis Green
nodding their heads. Lynch attributes his
lack of interest due to being shy and an
introvert, and also due to the fact that he
hates being forced to do anything. People
come back and say it can’t be that hard
to answer questions and to grow up. My
response is just, “Right back at you.” He
is playing a game and works very hard to
be where he is today, why should he be
required to speak to the media? As long as
he continues to do his job well and doesn’t
commit felonies, it shouldn’t matter how
much or really if he speaks to the media
at all.
This again is the classic case of people
thinking they are more involved in sports
then they are with the “we won this week”
or “we will get them next week”. We aren’t
playing, and please don’t come at me and
say that we are paying customers. You
chose to pay to watch sports, we are the
reason the industry is what it is. Marshawn
Lynch has an incredible story, growing
up in the ghettos of Oakland without his
dad and being where he is today. He is a
talented football player who works hard,
and does so much charity work. Let the
man be.
Contact Ryan Fraser at
fraserrc@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Women’s basketball (15-2)

JMU overcomes Drexel in packed Convo
Duke Dog Reading Day draws more than 5,000 fans as team remains perfect in conference play

By Robert Williams
The Breeze

After defeating the persistent Drexel University Dragons, the JMU women’s basketball
team remains undefeated in the Colonial Athletic Association conference, now a perfect 6-0.
But the win wasn’t the only thing special
about this game. With 5,009 fans in attendance,
it was the ninth-largest home crowd at a women’s basketball game in Convocation Center
history, as JMU sponsored its annual Duke Dog
Reading Day for children of local elementary
schools.
The 25-year-old annual event continues to
serve as a reminder that education is important
to success.
“Duke Dog Reading Day is a fantastic promotion,” head coach Kenny Brooks said. “You have
our administration, and marketing, and anyone
else who’s involved in it. Props on what they do;
it’s a tremendous way to help grow the game.”
On the court, the Dragons (10-7) came into
Sunday’s game hot, winning four of their last five
and tied for second in the CAA with a 4-1 record
in conference play.
“Playing Drexel is always going to be hard
because they have a set offense and they’re actually good at reading the defense and how they’re
being played,” redshirt junior guard Jazmon
Gwathmey said.
JMU (15-2) and Drexel have seen each other
in the CAA tournament semifinals each of the
last three seasons, with each contest ending on a
close decision. The Dragons bested the Dukes in
2012 and 2013 before eventual champion, JMU,
won last season.
And although a part of Sunday’s game was
meant to be kid-friendly, the activity on the

court was far from that as both teams played
physically throughout the game.
Junior guard Precious Hall finished with 22
points followed by redshirt senior center Lauren Okafor with 17, muscling through Drexel’s
front court defense. Okafor was a perfect 7-7
from the floor.
“There was a height advantage,” Okafor said.
“I just tried my best to capitalize on that and my
teammates definitely helped me with throwing
the ball high so I could catch and finish.”
The Dukes came across an early scare in
the first half when junior guard Angela Mickens suffered a blow to the face, shaking her up
momentarily.
“To be honest, I have no clue [what happened],” Mickens said. “All I know is that my
little lip got hit.”
It was a scare for Brooks too, when Mickens
didn’t get up. She is the Dukes’ main facilitator and entered Sunday’s game ranked No. 4 in
Division I women’s basketball with 7.6 assists
per game .
“When she laid down, I was a little concerned
because she normally doesn’t lay down that far,”
Brooks said. “It was very gratifying for me that
she was okay. If we don’t have [Mickens] out
there, we’re a little disjointed.”
In spite of the minor setback, Mickens
checked back into the game moments later and
helped the team on both sides of the ball, finishing with seven points, six assists and two steals.
Drexel forced JMU to nine turnovers in the
first half and cut the lead to four with about 14
minutes left in the second half, but the Dukes
stretched the lead back to 10 over the next couple of minutes, which led to a 18-6 run to wrap
things up.
“They don’t press you, but they make you

daniel stein / The breeze

Junior guard Precious Hall led JMU with 22 points on Sunday. The Dukes have now won six straight games.

second-guess a lot of different things,” Brooks
said. “You try to put the ball on the floor, I swear,
sometimes I look out there and I think there’s six
people on the floor.”
The Dukes were also out-rebounded 40-38 by
Drexel on Sunday. This is only the third time in
the season that any opposing team has done so.

“I thought we got out-rebounded today
because of [the] lack of hustle,” Brooks said.
“They beat us to the basketball quite a bit. We
need to get better, but it’s a very good win.”
Contact Robert Williams at
willi2rj@dukes.jmu.edu.

football

Dean Marlowe plays in East-West Shrine Game
We chat with the former JMU safety as he continues his audition for the NFL
By Wayne EPps jr.
The Breeze

with the Chiefs. I met with a lot of teams, so it was a
good experience with that.

Since JMU’s season ended in November, safety Dean
Marlowe has been busy preparing for the next level. He
graduated, was invited to the NFL scouting combine,
went out to San Diego to start training for the combine
and participated in the 90th East-West Shrine Game
in Florida on Saturday, a college all-star game for
NFL prospects. He was just the second JMU player to
ever be invited to the game, joining offensive lineman
Earl Watford in 2012. Watford is now with the Arizona
Cardinals.
Marlowe played on the East squad under head coach
and Pro Football Hall of Famer Mike Singletary, who
stressed to Marlowe and his teammates the importance
of the week of practice and the game, which was
essentially an interview in front of numerous NFL
scouts. The East won the game 19-3. After Saturday’s
game, we chatted with Marlowe about his experience
and also about what’s next for him with the combine
coming up in late February.

What kinds of things did you learn from a football
standpoint this week? The great thing was that, our
JMU coaches, they did a tremendous job at telling me
what I should expect when I get to the next level. So
the whole week during practice, it was kind of like [an]
NFL week, like, ‘This is what you should expect in the
NFL’ … But I felt like I was well-prepared going into this
week and knowing what to do and what not to do. JMU
coaches did a great job with me, trying to get me ready
for that level, for my expectation out there. So I learned
some little things from these past coaches that helped
me with technique and fundamentals, that’s like one of
the most important things.
What would you say was your biggest takeaway
from this week? I feel like the biggest takeaway that
I got from this week was knowing that every day, it’s a
mentality. Like we’re already here, so we just got to keep
doing and keep building on what we’re blessed with and
what we have … Everybody is at the all-star game for a
reason and they all good. So we just got to keep doing
things and keep up the good work. Little experiences
like this just make me want to work even harder to
achieve my goals. So that’s kind of the takeaway I got
from it.

What was the practice atmosphere like for you this
week with all of the scouts in attendance? Practice
was good, you had all the best players in the nation
competing in practice. It was about probably 200-plus
scouts there. And everybody was competing, doing the
best that they can, just having fun out there. So it was
a great atmosphere, it was something that we all looked
forward too.
How do you feel the practices went for you? I felt
I did good. I felt like I showed myself that I belonged
with the bigger-school guys, as people would say. I had
a real good week of practice, I contributed well, I did
everything I was supposed to do.
What was it like to play under coach Mike Singletary?
It was great, it was great experience ... he’s a great role
model to us. He told us how this is a business, and it’s
not going to be like college anymore and he’s just a real
good guy. Everything he told us, it was straight from the
heart. So I liked him a lot.
What was the actual game like for you? It was fun,
to go against … a lot of these big-school guys and
actually for me to start the game off. It was good, the
game went well. I had a tackle, I had one tackle. But the
quarterbacks weren’t really throwing deep at all, and our
defensive line was doing real good by getting back to
the quarterback so it made my job a lot easier. And we
would rotate every series with the other safeties.

Sam Taylor / The breeze

Dean Marlowe will participate in the NFL Scouting Combine next month.

What feedback did you get from some of the coaches
and scouts this week? I met with about 20 scouts
throughout the whole week. They all seemed really
interested, and I guess that’s the reason why they
[spoke] to me … Mike Singletary, he told us it’s going to
be a job interview for you out there, every day during
practice is a job interview. So we all did the best we
could do, we had a great time doing it this week.
Which teams’ scouts met with you? I met with the
Dolphins, I met with the Ravens, I met with the Patriots,
I met with the Cowboys, I met with the Panthers, I met

Looking ahead to the draft combine, how has your
training been going so far? My training’s been going
well. I’m training in the EXOS facility in San Diego,
California, so it’s going great. The speed coach that
we have out there is awesome. The strength and
conditioning coach that we have in the weight room with
us is great. And nutritionists, the trainers, they all take
care of us … So it’s been great out there.
What’s the biggest thing you feel you need to improve
on ahead of the combine? I’m going to improve on my
speed of course. It never hurts to get faster and faster.
Like I’m really improving on trying to run a great 40
[yard dash] time by the combine, that’s my main thing.
What are you most looking forward to over these
next couple of months with the combine and then
the draft on the horizon? I’m just looking forward to
me improving on everything that needs to be improved
with me. Like, just try and enhance and add tools to my
toolbox that I have. So that’s just what I’m looking for …
one day at a time.
Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at breezesports@gmail.com.

MBB | Brady: ‘This team feels very comfortable with who we are’
from front

The mishap occurred on a fast break as Kent
looked up court to a sprinting Dalembert, but hesitated just in front of the JMU bench. He seemed
to have slid quite a bit holding the ball, an obvious travel call gone unnoticed prior to him being
stripped of the ball. Many on press row were saying Kent attempted to call a timeout in the middle
of the chaos.
Elon’s senior guard Austin Hamilton got a good
look from the right wing before the buzzer that
would’ve sent the game to overtime, but the ball
soared long. Fortunately for the Dukes, the turnover didn’t mean anything after all.
“To be 4-2 [in Colonial Athletic Association]
after six games, that’s a third of the season,” Brady
said. “If we can do that three times, we’ll have a
really good season. We don’t look at it that way,
however.”
Now, inside the depths of the Convo, Brady is
facing his second greatest concern after a conference victory: burying everything that has to do
with verbalizing the name Andre Nation.
Midway or so through the first half, many heads
looked up to section 211 where Nation appeared to
have entered the game. Donning a black hoodie

with red sleeves, he snuck up behind strength
coach Greg Werner to embrace him.
This time he wasn’t just serving another minor
suspension, this time he’ll never wear purple and
gold again. But he was there to support his fellow Dukes.
“Well, I didn’t see him,” Brady said. “I think
that’s fine that he’s in the stands.”
Minutes prior to that answer, the three players were asked a similar question. They almost
hesitated, with Brady just feet away, before simply
replying, “No comment.”
Brady’s not fine with his players publicly
discussing the matter. But for the time being,
the Dukes appear to have no problem moving
forward.
“This team feels very comfortable with who we
are,” Brady said. “More voices in the locker room,
there’s a lot of positive feeling for each other and
that’s how it should be.”
These vibes can’t officially be attributed to
Nation’s release, but it seems clear that Brady
feels good about where his team is at this point.
“This team feels free.”
Contact Stephen Proffitt at
proffittjs@gmail.com.
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After two consecutive wins in conference play, head coach Matt Brady said his team “feels free.”
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Help Wanted

Homes for Rent

Mental Health Skill Building
Provider
Part time available.
Provides services for adults
in the community with mental health disorders. Bachelors in Human Services field
plus one year experience
with adults with diagnosable mental health disorders. Report writing and
organizational skills necessary.
Crossroads is a drug and alcohol free workplace. Email
r e s u m e s
t o :
landerson@crossroadsvirginia.com

DEVON LANE.
3&4 Bedroom Townhomes.
Available August 2015.
(540)435-7861.
DevonshireRentals
@gmail.com
House For Rent 2015/2016
Maryland Ave 1/4 mile from
Campus Fenced in Backyard.
4 bedrooms 3full baths 2 full
kitchens Large rec room.
Group lease $1475.00 per
month Contact: Greg
540 560 3833.
gpfaff1@comcast.net

LIKE US

Your Summer Starts Here
Accepting Applications for
Summer 2015. Timber Ridge
Camp in the Mountains of
West VA is looking for energetic fun loving counselors.
Numerous positions available: Archery, Arts, Athletics,
Biking Dance, Drama, Music,
Rock Climbing, Land and Water Sports and more.
Room/Board+Salary. Apply
online at www.trcamps.com.
410-833-4080

LIKE US

Announcements
WOMEN FOR MADISON is
recruiting strong and engaged female undergraduate students to serve on the
organization’s advisory
council. Students will gain
valuable experience in event
planning, committee organization, fundraising, networking and exposure to
successful JMU constituents. For more information
and application forms, log
on to www.jmu.edu/womenformadison. Deadline is
January 23, 2015 and terms
will begin upon selection.

LIKE US

LIKE US

LIKE US

LIKE US

LIKE US

LIKE US

LIKE US
ON FACEBOOK
TO GET MORE
OF THE BREEZE
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410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 438-0401
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